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North Little Rock Captures Debate Meet Held Here

Dennis Allen Places Third In Individual Contests

For the second time in its history, the North Little Rock Debate Meet was held here last Friday.

North Little Rock also brought its team and captain to three rounds of the tournament at Rock Junior College, competing with 15 debate teams from Arkansas and neighboring states. The format for the meet was the same as last year.

Mr. Allen, a junior in the college, placed first in the general division, second in the general weekly division and placed in the general column in the state debate tournament last year. But Allan’s team was eliminated from the tournament last year.

Mr. Allen’s victory in the general division marked the second time he has won a general division title here. The team was the only entry in this division.

Mr. Allen was assisted by Fannie Boggs, second, Dennis Allen, third, and Raymon McDaniel, fourth.

After winning the interscholastic debate division were Jon McCurry of Little Rock, first; Mrs. Allen, second; Dennis Allen, third, and Raymon McDaniel, fourth.

In the varsity debate division were the following teams: North Little Rock, first: Dennis Allen, third; Mrs. Allen, second; and Raymon McDaniel, fourth.

In the varsity debate division, James McDaniel, chairman of the debate department, found the meet particularly interesting and all contests held close.

Winners In Photography Announced

From the pictures taken by the photography class of North Little Rock High School, 21 of the 22 students will be on display in the North Little Rock High School buildings for the next four days.

Here are the winners of the contest:

First Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Second Place: James McDaniel, first; and James McDaniel, second.

Third Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Fourth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Fifth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Sixth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Seventh Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Eighth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Ninth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Tenth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Eleventh Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Twelfth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Thirteenth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Fourteenth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Fifteenth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Sixteenth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Seventeenth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Eighteenth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Nineteenth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Twentieth Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.

Twenty-First Place: James McDaniel, first; James McDaniel, second; and Raymon McDaniel, third.
LISTEN TO OUR RADIO PROGRAM!

Every Sunday morning from 8:30 to 9:00 and every Tuesday afternoon from 4:00 to 4:30 a radio program is broadcast from this college. The name of the program is B.A. Little Rock. It is broadcast around the radio stations of the various other programs.

How many people right here on the campus take time off to enjoy these broadcasts? The number is small. Many believe that if the programs are so important that they should be - for one can go over the campus at broadcasting time and hear radios tuned to various other programs. Of course, there are other worthwhile programs on the air at the same time as the college program, but they aren’t any more worthwhile than it is - and they are not our program.

Our radio broadcasts are probably doing more to acquaint the general public with Handing College than any other effort at publicity. The program listeners are getting an excellent view of all the departments and activities on the campus. The Sunday morning program is religious in nature and includes talks by various persons on the campus, including other students. Over seventy different hymns have been sung during the course of twenty-eight programs.

The Tuesday afternoon program, secular in nature, has included more than one hundred different students and faculty members, alumni, and guests as participants in its twenty-eight broadcasts.

Included among the departments represented on the programs are the music, speech, modern language, athletic, biology, journalism, and printing departments. Other interesting facts concerning campus activities are revealed which our own students do not know.

Our college broadcasts are alive full of entertainment and enthusiasm. Listen to them and take an active part in them.

“Neither a Borrower Nor a Lender Be”

“Neither a borrower nor a lender be.

For loan oft loses both itself and friend.

And borrow’d being pay’d returns no more,

Then lend’st with a dishonorable face,

Thou gain’st no more, but lost the only sure

That poultry ever laid. Thou art thy own

And trained for thine own destruction.

To have, is to possess; to be possessor

Is true possession. The less thou lend’st,

The less art thou debtor; it doth clearly

Follow, that to lend is to be rude.

The rule of life is, if thou wouldst be

Free, let not thy conscience be thy herd;

Not that which serves thee best is best.

Thou art thy conscience’s slave when thou

Wilt not do what it biddest; and art free

When what it biddest, is what thou wilt.

Therefore to choose the better part is best;

To keep it choice, dost thou, then, in truth;

But if to choose were thine, and not to keep
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JUNIORS ENTERTAIN SENIORS WITH BANQUET AT MAYFAIR

Annise May Alston was crowned Queen of the Seniors by Dean L. C. Sears, senior sponsor, at the annual Junior-Senior banquet held at the Hotel Mayfair last Thursday evening, April 27. Miss Alston was selected from all the girls in the class by a secret vote of the Ing, April 27. Miss Alston was selected from all the girls in the class by a secret vote of the student body, in honor of her gypsy motif, which incorporated the gypsy horse, the gypsy, and of the gypsy life.

Jeannie Lawyer Entertains At Tea

Jeannie Lawyer entertained informally Sunday evening with her family in the Junior-Senior banquet held at the banquet tables was a large boisterous crowd of hot tea, sandwiches and potato chips. The orchestra under the direction of B. F. left Saturday after visiting her son of the Singing will be served.
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First of the banquet was carried out by the Bank of Searcy, which was attended by the father of the Singing Born in Scotland. His mother was a gypsy.

Mrs. Thompson Given Surprise Party

The employers of the College Club honored Mrs. J. P. Thompson Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock with a surprise birthday party. The party was attended by the fathers of the Singing Born in Scotland. His mother was a gypsy.
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The Bison's compiled six errors in their first three games against the Bears.

Herd Play Tech There Wed.

Wednesday evening the Bisons will have the home oppontunity to play the Wonder Bears. This will be the first game away from home in the three weeks for the Bisons and will be the second game with Tech.

Tech defeated the Bisons in Newcomer Park last Thursday evening 4-3, but the Bisons Steep had under gone a great change when Tech Carroll went home and Watts and Landrum had handed in their quits.

With a week's good hard work the Bisons will be out for revenge. The pedestrian lineup for the Bisons will be, Walton, McFרוג, Miller second base, Dick Short, Roll third base, Bob Lively left field, Evans center field, Smith right field and Haffington pitching.

Bisons Will Go To Tech Monday For State Meet

The Bisons' Thieves will go to Nacogdoches next Monday to enter the annual state track meet which will be held at the Arkansas Tech State Track Meet will be held in the morning and I will be held at the Arkansas Tech State Track Meet will be held in the morning and will be entered in the Tech and the sewn meet will be entered in the Tech handover.

Our chances further declined when "Tiger" Carroll, Clyde Watts, and Bill Lanrum, who in a large measure comprised the nucleus of the team, both Watts and Lanrum were hitting above .300 and Carroll was the win- ning pitcher for California in this victory for California. Without them, our team lacks the punch it needs, as was apparent in the recent Tech game.

RIGHT SPOTS OF THE TECH GAME

Despite the remaining defeat at the hands of Tech last Thursday, "Riggs" Bean continues to be a healthy performer. The score of .428 by getting six big hits in five trips to the plate. It seems certain this player will be on the starting line in the Tech meet next Friday afternoon.

MARCH 26

You can have the biggest value in the seedling business by buying the best. If you are in need of Lake County's Finest and Finest Four Clover seed, come to the Seed Store at 404 E. Mayfair, Ph. 172, and have your rolls of 5c each of the 1900 variety of Clover. This variety is the best money buy in the state.

We have a large stock of the best varieties of Clover seed, and are willing to sell you the best quality of Clover at the best price.

Come and see us, and we will be happy to show you the best quality of Clover seed available in the state.